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In the process of a peaceful struggle
For the freedom and democratization of the nation and the people
Different groups of people use various tools
That they believe can lead them to what they call ‘success’
Some use guns with a bullet
To kill people without any regret
Yes, these people use force
As a clear indication of their ignorance
Some others, of course, the majority
Believe in election ballots to serve humanity
These are the people that struggle for the real Democracy
To transform and then enhance the existing bureaucracy
Winners are those that are big thinkers
Who believe in convincing people, not in dictating others
They believe and really believe that they can
Being sure that, at the end of the day, truth will always win
Such leaders have many followers
Rational and reasonable people who can distinguish thorny bushes from flowers
I am one of those
Who believe and really believe in success
Yes, I am one of those who define success from our own perspective and from our own wisdom
Which of course, to me is, and it means a real freedom
As a result, I don’t blow with the wind, because I have a strong belief
Which is deep rooted and am convinced from my inner-self
Defeated are those
Who cannot have a power to convince others
Such people have no confidence and have no belief
And have decided to sword innocent people with a knife
Such a group of people have no harmony among themselves
And, as a result they don’t have any trust on others
But, intellectuals are those with an honest opinion
That have a strong belief; that the words of a pen
Are the best of all, and the most powerful weapon

